Kiannaa Sadge
Consultant, Author, Speaker

Bio
Kiannaa Sadge is a consultant, strategist, and master of results who has been asking the “big” questions since
childhood. Her approach is to link deep knowing of purpose with personal alignment to guide the world’s
trailblazers in their pursuit of excellence.
Kiannaa’s core beliefs are rooted in the resonant power of compassion, the inspired growth of enthusiasm, and
tying them into the personal experiences of trailblazers to develop big picture results. She helps them and their
teams develop synchronicity in their business, teams, and life.

What People Are Saying
“Kiannaa Sadge sets the bar very high as one of the most talented Leadership
and Team Development consultants in the industry. She has the innate ability
to quickly evaluate and benchmark her client’s current state and develop
actionable plans aimed at overcoming obstacles to achieve clear goals and
facilitate measurable growth…I highly recommend Kiannaa’s services and look
forward to working with her again in the future.” -Matt Strawn, Managing
Director, Accenture Interactive
“Kiannaa Sadge is awesome! I have never met anyone with her integrity, zest for life, and willingness to help
others. She is a high energy, creative, and action-oriented leader who teaches individuals and teams how to
achieve meaningful results.” – John Robinson, Executive Director, SWRMC
“The skills that made me a successful Marine Sniper didn't translate well to the civilian working world of
manufacturing. By working with Kiannaa, she helped me improve in areas that increased my capacity and
made me a more effective leader. I also called upon Kiannaa later in my career to help navigate a team
transition and work directly with one of my direct reports. Kiannaa's approach will have you look at situations
and items not previously in your view. If you find yourself stuck in a mire that you’re unable to define, reach
out to Kiannaa to help you help yourself.” -John Fuger, Donaldson Company, Director of Engine Plants

Popular Speaking Topics
Kiannaa is a highly sought-after speaker dedicated to motivating audiences to action. Using humor,
compassion, and compelling stories, Kiannaa speaks to a variety of organizations on topics that enable us to
become our best self. Her personal and direct speaking style adapts to all markets, from small educational
seminars to professional audiences at transformational workshops.
● Patterns of Sabotage
● Intention Setting to Synchronicity
● Careers In the New Paradigm
● Moving through Anxiety
● Awareness of Soul Beliefs
● Energy Recalibration
● Challenging Conversations
● Dysfunction of Patterns
● Emotion Blocking
● Cutting Edge of Soul
(addiction)
Consciousness

Partial Client List
U. S. Navy, U.S. Army, Office of Personnel Management, Qualcomm, Boys & Girls Club, NASA, San Diego State
University

Contact Kiannaa
888-444-9141
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